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Plate I-1: Healthy and Sick Suns 
 

•  “Arms of the Art” Inscription at top 
•  3 crescent moons on gold crown of gray helmet with several 

waving blue plumes 
•  Solar ray penetrates top crescent: masculine need for the 

feminine 
•  Sun on Shield with 3 demonic faces 
•  2 men outside across water barrier / canal inside 
•  Journey begins with disintegration of chivalric knighthood: 

dissolution of persona, failure, crisis that initiates analysis 
•  Analysand’s dream of bathing turtle without shell 
 



•  First Treatise: “Philosopher’s Stone produced by means of 
Greening and Growing Nature” 

•  Flowers earthly components of stars, Sterneblumen; Spirits, 
souls in alchemy 

•  Lapis called “the blossom of metal,” the “well-formed 
flower sprouting from 4 branches” 

•  (See Nicholas Flamel and E.T.A. Hoffmann) 
•  Monkey feeds Heron the way the alchemist puts prima 

materia into the retort 
•  Heron like Hermes connects above and below, and shape of 

its neck an alchemical vessel 
•  Monkey with Lute: harmony of the spheres and 

mathematical equivalents applied to the elements and 
planets in alchemy 





Plate I-2: Setting Out on the Journey 
 

•  Long neck flask (cucurbit) with transparent golden 
fluid and black ribbon: “We are seeking the nature of 
the Four Elements” in gold letters 

•  Peacock (Cauda pavonis), doe, and stag: renewal, 
guide to the other world 

•  Human skeletons and image wearing antlers 
(Lascaux, Janitor Pansophus); shamanic headdress 

•  Mercurius, the Spirit in Matter in Jung: “essence, 
moisture, principle behind or within quicksilver … 
indefinable, fascinating, irritating, elusive thing 
which attracks an unconscious projection ... The 
cervus fugitivus”  

















Plate I-3: Inner Quest 
 

•  Four colors of the opus on tunic, and banner: 
•  “From two waters make one, whereby we seek to make 

the sun and moon. And prepare to drink the wine of the 
antagonists. And you shall see the Dead. Thereupon 
make watery earth. And multiply the stone” 

•  Fountains with boy urinating gray silvery fluid, girl 
yellow gold fluid, flooding valley below 

•  Marginalia: peacock, butterfly, birds heckling an owl 
(conflicts generated by analysis) 

•  7 stars: complete process, Stairway of Planets in 
Mithraic Mysteries, Parables in Aurora Consurgens 
(purging of seven metals nine times) 

•  Solutio (bathroom dreams), Henderson’s dream of two 
underground lakes merging 









Plate I-4: King and Queen 
 

•  Polarities of clothing and color with potential for 
reconciliation, conuinctio generated by conflict 

•  King’s sceptre and red scroll: “Coagulate the Masculine”; 
Queen’s blue scroll: “Milk of the Virgin” 

•  Globe moon, earth, lapis as rotundam? 
•  Solve et Coagula: girl’s dream of cow flooding house with 

milk with sand trays 
•  3 Bas Reliefs on base: Achilles and Hector; Alexander on 

throne with army and Basilisk in background: born from 
yolkless egg, brooded by toad on a dung heap, kills with its 
look 

•  Tibetan Wheels with pig, cock, snake in center 
•  Relief on right Alexander and Diogenes: progression and 

decline of Greek culture 
•  Mottoes: “Particularia” on top, “Universal Way including the 

Particular” on bottom (ego-self axis?) 















Plate I-5: Digging for Gold 
 

•  Silver gray Dwarf with gold shoes on left; Golden 
Dwarf with silver gray shoes on right 

•  Cabiri, Dactyloi, Kobolds, Little Metal Men in Middle 
Ages, to “Snow White” 

•  Puer figures, servants of the Goddess in Von Franz 
•  Digging up materials from the unconscious in analysis, 

extracting the ores from the filthy dross 
•  Pedestal: King Ahasueros giving Esther power, 

overturns order to slay the Jews 
•  Women base of columns spiral arms and legs; children 

on dragons in triangles; outer women beasts 
•  Top: child’s with wings; wingless dragons with spiral 

tails and tongues like vines; children with birds and fruit 



























Plate I-6: The Philosophical Tree 
 

•  Servant on 7th step: Myths of Celestial Ascent as in the 
Mithraic Mysteries, Shamanism 

•  Golden Bough: Aeneas and Frazer’s King of the Wood 
•  Theatrical setting with masks of Comedy and Tragedy 

on either side, Children riding horses with sea creatures 
below them, and golden child riding horse and blowing 
his horn in the Fountain 

•  Progression from previous plate 
•  13 birds rising, 1 feeding with white head, black body 

(Women in the fountain with alchemical colors) 
•  Misses the allusion to Susanna and the Elders 









Plate I-7: The Drowning King 
 

•  Death of the old (senex) rebirth of the new (puer) 
•  Night-sea, astronomical necrotypes 
•  Sceptre with 7 stars again 
•  Golden ball / apple: Hesperides, Freya, Atalanta 
•  7 creatures in margin: 6 birds, 1 butterfly 
•  Crown with 3 tiers: lead, silver, gold: Trinity of body 

(woods), soul (deer), and spirit (unicorn) 
•  Bas reliefs of man striking woman and satyr on left, 

held back by another man on the right 
•  Overcoming shame around sex, the body, and the 

feminine 







Plate I-8: The Ethiopian 
 

•  Ethiop’s colors: nigredo, albedo, rubedo, and contained vessel 
(transparent helmet) 

•  Queen’s 4 colors, white peacock’s wings, and red robe for the 
Ethiop; Crown with Rubies; Star 

•  Night-sea journey from previous drowned King 
•  Clothing necrotypes: divestiture / investiture 
•  Chemical processes: Moor created by mixing mercury with 

melted sulphur, which when heated yields vapor (mercuric 
sulphide) which condenses into cinnabar (a highly valued red 
pigment) 

•  Integration and redemption of shadow and inferior functions 
•  6 pointed star: Solomon’s Seal, Anahata, Upper and Lower 

Trinities (Father, Son, Spirit; Mineral, Vegetable, Animal) 









Plate I-9: The Hermaphrodite 
 

•  Red King and White Wife, Black the Ethiopian 
transformed shadow 

•  Hermaphrodite potential union of opposites 
•  Egg: 4 elements plus quintessence; inner world 
•  Shield: mirror reflections of outer macrocosm; but its 4 

colors reflects the egg as well 
•  In Rosarium and other alchemical texts the emergence 

of the Hermaphroditic Sol and Luna, Gold and Silver, 
King and Queen represents the completion or climax of 
the Opus 

•  For Von Franz regressive pull back, artificial coninuctio 











Plate I-10: Dismemberment and the Golden Head 
 

•  Venetian Palazzo, Gondola, Dome like Pantheon, 
Man entering doorway with woman insise 

•  Text: “I have killed thee, that thou mayest receive 
superabundant life, but thy head I will carefully 
hide, that the worldly wantons may not find thee, 
and destroy the earth, and the body I will bury, that 
it may putrefy, and grow and bear innumerable fruit” 

•  Base reliefs of woman encountering Poseidon on 
left, woman in boat on the right encountering two 
women and creature to her left, man abducting 
woman and horse to her right 









Plate I-11: The Alchemist in the Bath 
 

•  Niches below balcony of Jupiter and Mercury 
•  Intaglio: Hephaistos at Forge with Aphrodite 
•  White bird soul or stone generated by enduring the 

work of individual: salvation comes from below 
•  Amplification of solutio and Baptism of Christ 
•  Image represents personal transformation 





Splendor Solis: Second Series 









Plate II-1: The Boy and the Dragon 
 

•  Mercury (Caduceus) or Saturn (Sickle) in chariot 
pulled by dragons, child looking down 

•  Wheels are Capricorn (12/22-1/20) and Aquarius 
(1/21-2/19) both ruled by Saturn 

•  Saturnine activities in marginalia 
•  Boy injects prima materia, residue left behind by 

sublimate of previous plate (I-11) (Cambray): 
solutio and calcinatio, initiation by fire and water 

•  Dragon combines 4 elements, transgressing borders 
and boundaries: Cadmus and Thebes, Oedipus and 
the Sphinx; Ladon and the Hesperides; St. George 













Plate II-2: Three Birds 
 

•  Jupiter with 2 arrows in Chariot pulled by peacocks 
with soldier kneeling 

•  Sagittarius (11/23-12/21) active side of Jupiter, 
Centaur Chiron: healer and teacher of Achilles 

•  Pisces (2/20-3/20) passive side, fish swimming in 
opposite directions 

•  Marginalia harmonious power relationships? 
•  Hunter’s “reconstruction from particular, apparently 

insignificant details” methodology of analysis 













Plate II-3: Three-Headed Bird 
 

•  Mars in Chariot drawn by Wolves, coiled serpent 
•  Aries (3/21-4/40 active) and Scorpio (10/24-11/22 

passive) 
•  Wolves in Freud, folktales, Roman myth, Dante 
•  Scenes of the powerful brutalizing peasants 
•  Ibis and Thoth, god of wisdom, inventor of writing, 

records the judgment in the Books of the Dead 
•  Spiral symbol of analysis: regression and 

progression (‘reculer pour mieux sauter’), moving 
towards completion (Frye’s Great Code) 













Plate II-4: Three-Headed Dragon 
 

•  Sun in Chariot drawn by Horses 
•  Leo (7/23-8/23) 
•  Colors of the Opus suggesting resolution 

symbolized by the bridge in the background and the 
athletics 

•  Positive energies of Chinese Dragons 
•  Three headed Mercurius Trismegistus: Sun, Moon, 

Mercury; Sulphur, Mercury, Salt  















Plate II-5: The Peacock 
 

•  Venus Drawn in Chariot by Birds with Cupid 
•  Taurus (4/21-5/21 passive) and Libra 9/24-10/24 

active) 
•  Eros as principle of true relatedness: couples and 

groups in harmonious creative connection 
•  Dream of Joseph Campbell with homunculus and 

rainbow in the beaker 
•  Grail Romances: peacock plumes in Wolfram’s 

Parzival (Cundrie, Anfortas) 
•  Night Sky and Stars in Hinduism 









Plate II-6: The Muse 
 

•  Mercury with Caduceus and Sickle drawn by cocks 
•  Gemini (5/22-6/21 active) and Virgo (8/24-9/23 

passive) 
•  Queen with golden ball recalls earlier plate 
•  Standing on golden, downward pointed sun: 

integration of the masculine principle 















Plate II-7: New Sun as Inner Light 
 

•  Golden Luna drawn by 2 women 
•  Cancer (6/22-7/22): Origin place for souls moving 

into Incarnation in Orphism 
•  King standing on golden downward facing moon: 

integration of the feminine principle 



Third Series 







Plate III-1 
 

•  Black Sun libido turning inward for night-sea 
journey, activating images of the unconscious: 
(childhood and mother washing laundry in next two 
plates?) 

•  Border: snail, frog, dragonflies, birds, caterpillars, 
and butterflies—symbols of psyche, death / rebirth 









Plate III-2: Children at Play 
 
Mother wearing primary colors of the opus 
Two alembics with yellow liquid (transitional) 
Woman in doorway leading inward or emerging: 
anima activated within the psyche 
10 children and Pythagorean Tetractus? 


























